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File Name Description
Wind,Int,Storm,Burst,Raindrops.Wav Rain, dripping from eaves, pouring from gutters, moaning wind
Storm,Int,Muffled,Howling,Plastic rustling,Moderate gusts.wav Indoor recording of storm, with howling wind. Plastic rustling outside in moderate gusts.
Storm,Int,Muffled,Howling,Plastic rustling,Sudden gusts.wav Indoor recording of storm, with howling wind. Slide door clacking and plastic rustling outside in sudden gusts.
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Blast.wav Wind howling with a tonal and vocal quality. A couple of violent gusts create overtones.
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Drawn out,Then blast.wav First a long, drawn out howl, then a sudden, fierce blast of wind.
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Drawn out.wav Long drawn out sound of howling wind
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Gust.wav First a hesitant howl, then a strong gust
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Gusts,x3.wav Circa 3 gusts of howling wind at irregular intervals
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Overtones.wav A powerful howling gust with overtones, followed by a moderate gust
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Single.wav A single, moderately howling gust
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal,Various.wav Various howling gusts. Some hissing of the wind and noise, and other faint sounds.
Wind,Int,Howl,Forceful,Tonal,Vocal.wav Two slightly hesitant howling gusts
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Burst.wav First a long monotonous howl, then a more dynamic gust followed by a weaker utterance
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Drawn out.wav A long howl rising slightly in pitch and fluctuating slightly in volume
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Flutter  .wav Various hesitant howls, with slight fluttering sounds
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Ghostly.wav Slightly ghostly howling winds
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Mumble,Burst,Various.wav Gusts of wind howling with a mumbling quality and a single violent gust
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Mumble,Various.wav Gusts of wind howling with a mumbling quality
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Mumble.wav Gusts of wind howling with a mumbling quality and a slight flutter at the beginning
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Moan,Single.wav A single moaning howl
Wind,Int,Howl,Tonal,Mumble.wav Low pitched, low volume mumbling winds
Wind,Int,Open window,Gusts,Blasts,Various.wav Wind fluttering through an open window, flapping sounds
Wind,Int,Open window,Gusts,Sudden,Thrashing.wav Wind fluttering, flapping and thrashing through open window
Wind,Int,Open window,Gusts,Sudden.wav Sudden gusts of wind, flapping and fluttering through open window
Wind,Int,Open window,Urban,Gusts,Moderate,Faint birds.wav Wind through open window, whooshing and various noises, birds, etc
Wind,Int,Urban,Rushing,Minimal,Even.wav Wind ambience in urban attic, even sounding with various sounds and a few gusts
Wind,Int,Urban,Rushing,Moderate,Gusts,x2.wav Wind ambience in urban attic, 2 moderate gusts
Wind,Int,Urban,Rushing,Moderate,Gusts.wav Wind ambience in urban attic, moderate gusts, urban sounds
Wind,Int,Urban,Rushing,Moderate.wav Wind ambience in urban attic, moderate gusts, urban sounds, clanking
Wind,Rain,Int,Skylight,Violent gusts,Howling,Abrupt.wav Wind and rain on skylight, whooshing and violent gusts hammering the rain against glass and aluminum
Wind,Raindrops,Int,Open window,Long whoosh.wav Wind and a few raindrops on slightly open window, long whoosh and various urban sounds
Wind,Raindrops,Int,Open window,Slow whoosh.wav Wind and a few raindrops on slightly open window, slow whoosh and various urban sounds
Wind,Raindrops,Int,Open window,Various whooshes.wav Wind and a few raindrops on slightly open window, various whooshes and various urban sounds
Wind,Raindrops,Int,Open window,Whooshes,Drawn out.wav Wind and a few raindrops on slightly open window, drawn out whoosh and various urban sounds
Wind,Raindrops,Int,Open window,Whooshes,Gusts,Abrupt.wav Wind and a few raindrops on slightly open window, abrupt whooshes and various urban sounds
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Gusts,Blast.wav Wind and sleet on window, whooshing and low end rumble from wind
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Gusts,Blasts,Violent.wav Wind and sleet on window, violent gusts and low end rumble from wind
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Gusts,Blasts.wav Wind and sleet on window, gusts and low end rumble from wind
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Rushing,Gusts.wav Wind and some sleet on window, fairly even wind pressure
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Rushing,Moderate,Even.wav Wind and sometimes sporadic sleet on window, with even, moderate winds
Wind,Sleet,Int,Urban,Rushing,Moderate.wav Wind and sleet on window, lots of variation
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